Reception hours:

Engl.

We warmly welcome you at our camping site.
Here is some important information:
Bus connections:

The bus stop is located 100 m to the left of the campsite entrance on the right. Bus no. 23 takes
you directly to the Old Town. On Sundays and in the evenings bus no. 23 only runs to/from the
main station. From there, take the next bus marked "Zentrum" to get to the old town, or a bus
marked "Hauptbahnhof" to get to the main station. From there, bus no. 23 will bring you back to
the campsite.The number 25 also runs to Hellbrunn and to Untersberg. Bus tickets are available
at the reception desk. There is a 24-hour ticket for adults for 3,70 € - the ticket is valid for 24 hours
after validation in the bus (in comparison, a single-journey ticket costs € 2,60 when purchased
on the bus). Children from 6 to 14 years pay 1,80 €.
By bicycle to the city centre:
From the camping-site drive turn left, after 600 meters (at the 2. traffic-light) on the right-hand
side, down the underpass starts the beautiful cycle path. It leads along a stream and a river
directly to the city centre (5 km). The cycle track is illuminated at night! Bicycles can be hired at
the reception desk.
SALZBURG CARD:
The cheapest and most comfortable way to view the city is with the Salzburg Card. It includes
all admission fees for all sightseeing attractions in the city, and includes the use of all buses in
Salzburg (zone s). With this card are also reductions for concerts, the salt mine in Hallein, etc.
Admission fees are simply booked through the chip card, without the need for cash. Therefore
when you wish to save time and money during your holiday, then you should certainly acquire
the Salzburg Card! The card is valid for either 24 hours, 48 hours or 72 hours, children from 6 to 15
years pay half. Further information and purchase at the reception desk.
Also at the reception desk are tickets for viewing and tours in the city and its immediate
surroundings. We recommend the “Original Sound Of Music Tour” – a wonderful ride with
breathtaking views of the landscape where the opening scenes were filmed. When booking at
the reception desk you will also be picked up from the campsite! There are also tickets for
concerts on the fortress, the castle Mirabell, the puppet-show and at the Residenz.
!! If you should leave you space with your vehicle during the term of your stay, please
remember to mark the space as “reserved” in order to ensure that you don’t find the space
taken by other guests upon your return.
ATTENTION: The campsite gates are closed from 23:00 – 8:00. It is NOT possible to park in front of
the campsite!
Payment:
We don’t accept creditcards! Payment only with V-Pay or Maestro-card or in cash possible.
Check out: Please note that one night counts to 12:00 noon the following day, regardless the
time of arrival. Camping guests leaving within one hour of registration will be charged 50% of
one full day`s rate. After one hour the full day`s rate will be charged.
On departure, when paying, please leave your car at your pitch, so the main entrance will not
be blocked.
We wish you a lovely stay.
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